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I was for a time puzzled by a certain uniformity in the direction of
the leaves-not by any means always with the edges north and south.
Especially was I puzzled in noting that the first opening of a flower of

mollis was to the south-east. But here came in what I

think is a point I have established, that growth is rhythmic and not
continuous, and that growths that start together are likely to rest
together. A quantity of seeds, starting at the same time under the
same day s warm sun, would naturally have similar resting phases.
Seeds starting at other times, or under some peculiar conditions of
vital power, would disarrange total uniformity in results.— Thomas
Meehan, Germantown, Philadelphia.

An additional poisonous plant.— D. T. MacDougal (Bulletin 9, part
'-

Jan. 16, 1894; Minnesota Botanical Studies) gives in a convenient
Terence list the plants of Minnesota known to be poisonous, pro-
ving the symptoms called by physicians dermatitis venenata, or rhus
Phoning. He mentions two species of Ranunculus in his enumera-
"on,tf. septentrionalis Poir. and R. sceleratus Linn. Ranunculus acris
L- must be added to the list of known or reputed skin irritants, as the
Rowing account will show. This species, preserved in alcohol for
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